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ABSTRACT  

The amplification effect of polyoxometalates (POMs) on the efficiency of dye-sensitized nano-

ITO cathodes is disclosed. The use of hybrid polyoxometalates of the type [PW11O39{SnC6H4--

C6H4F}]
4-

, F standing for a carboxylic group (POM-COOH) or a diazonium unit, allows to 

control the loading of the POMs on the electrode and to investigate key parameters. Even at very 

low loading, POM-COOH has a substantial effect on the photocurrent response, with up to 25-

fold increase. Besides ensuring the stability towards leaching, the anchoring function of the POM 

hybrids was also found to play an intricate role in the competition between the multiple events 

involved.  

Keywords: photocathodes, polyoxometalates, redox mediator, nano-ITO, photoelectrochemical 

cells 
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Depletion of fossil resources and environmental concerns make it urgent to increase renewable 

energies, namely solar energy, in the energy mix. However, these are intermittent by nature. To 
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overcome this shortcoming, the development of light-driven processes for water splitting as well 

as carbon dioxide reduction to produce fuels or raw chemicals is thoroughly investigated.
1
 

Implementation of these reactions requires the right choice of electrode substrates, light-

harvesting units and catalysts, to avoid for example the use of platinum in the case of water 

electrolysis. Large-scale screening of catalysts, bulk materials or molecular species,
2-3

 including 

their immobilization onto various inorganic materials and electrodes,
4-5

 together with 

performance benchmarking
6-7

 have been performed and reviewed. Still photo-electrochemical 

cells (PECs) are facing thermodynamic, kinetic and mass transfer limitations, which hinder the 

development of economically viable photosynthetic devices for solar fuel production.
8
 Among 

the different approaches currently investigated to reach this goal, dye-sensitized photo-

electrochemical cells (DSPECs) stem from the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) technology and 

rely on the use of molecular catalysts and photosensitizers assembled on transparent semi-

conducting oxide electrodes. While photo-anodes displaying important photocurrents, from a few 

hundreds of A.cm
-2

 to a few mA.cm
-2

,
9-10

 were reported, limitation in the development of 

functional DSPECs currently arises from the photocathode performances, which are often limited 

by the fast (<ns) rate of charge recombination at the oxide–dye interface.
11

 

Electron transfer mediators such as Ru-polypyridyl complexes have been proposed to enhance 

the catalytic rate of the Oxygen Evolving Reaction (OER)
12

 and to improve the stability of dye-

sensitized photo-anodes by enabling rapid transfer of oxidative equivalents from the oxidized 

chromophore to the catalyst.
13

 This prompted us to assess the ability of polyoxometalates 

(POMs) as electron transfer (or redox) mediators to boost the activity of dye-sensitized 

photocathodes in aqueous solution, i.e. relevant to technological PEC applications. 
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POMs are molecular oxides of the early transition metals in their highest oxidation states of the 

general formula [XxMpOy]
n- 

(X= P, Si …; M = Mo
VI

, W
VI

, V
V
…) and endowed with outstanding 

redox properties:  they can be successively and reversibly reduced with minimal structural 

reorganization. They have already been used as redox mediators in light-driven Z-scheme water 

splitting
14

 and as both electron/proton reservoirs and shuttles in CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) 

operated by an hybrid POM-rhenium complex catalyst.
15-16

 The inorganic POM scaffolds can be 

functionalized with an organic extension to generate POM hybrids.
17

 These compounds can 

display remote active sites for extra transition metal coordination, assembly in advanced 

architectures or covalent anchorage onto substrates.
18

 Some of us have been deeply engaged in 

the synthesis and implementation of POM hybrids and we have recently described the 

immobilization of [PW11O39{SnC6H4--C6H4COOH}]
4-

 (POM-COOH) onto Si/SiO2 wafers,
19

 

and the grafting of [PM11O39{M’C6H4--C6H4-N2
+
}]

3- 
(M = W, Mo, M’= Ge, Sn) on various 

electrodes, including glassy carbon, graphene and silicon.
20-21

 We herein report the amplification 

effect of a co-grafted POM on the photo-electrochemical activity of a dye-sensitized 

photocathode.  

 

Elaboration of the photocathodes 

We have chosen a covalent bottom-up strategy for its modularity and control over the design 

of the electrode. Nanostructured mesoporous ITO films (nano-ITO) have been functionalized by 

co-grafting a benchmark push-pull organic dye and either POM-COOH or [PW11O39{SnC6H4-

-C6H4-N2
+
}]

3-
 (POM-diazo), allowing to test the influence of the POM anchoring group. The 

push-pull dye 4,40-((4-(5-(2-cyano-3-ethoxy-3-oxoprop-1-en-1-yl)thiophen-2-

yl)phenyl)azanediyl)dibenzoic acid combines a triarylamine electron donor and a cyanoacetate 
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electron acceptor and also displays carboxylic acid functions for grafting onto the oxide substrate 

(see Figure 1). It has been successfully integrated by some of us in NiO-based photocathodes for 

HER and will be referred to as the photosensitizer (PS).
22-24

  

 

Figure 1. From left to right, drawing of the push-pull organic dye and polyhedral representation of 

[PW11O39{SnC6H4I}]
4- 

(POM-I), [PW11O39{SnC6H4--C6H4COOH}]
4- 

(POM-COOH) and [PW11O39{SnC6H4--

C6H4-N2
+
}]

3-
 (POM-diazo); the WO6 octahedra are depicted with oxygen atoms at the vertices and metal cations 

buried inside. Color code: WO6 octahedra, blue; PO4 tetrahedra, green. 

The preparation of the nano-ITO films has been adapted from a procedure previously reported 

for tin oxide (SnO2) films (see SI).
25

 A film thickness of 640-650 nm was measured by optical 

interferometry. For the co-grafting of PS and POM-COOH, the nano-ITO substrate was dipped 

for 24 h into an acetonitrile (ACN) solution containing PS and POM-COOH in given 

concentrations, then rinsed with ACN and dried in air.  Sonication was avoided in order to 

preserve the mechanical integrity of the nanostructured films. The dye-sensitized electrodes will 

be labeled according to the PS:POM co-loading ratio, which does not reflect the ratio in the 

grafted species (see below and Table 1). We have thus prepared the following substrates 

1PS:1POM (dipping solution 0.5 mM in PS and 0.5 mM in POM-COOH), 1PS:2POM (dipping 

solution 0.5 mM in PS and 1 mM in POM-COOH), and 1PS:5POM (dipping solution 0.5 mM 

in PS and 2.5 mM in POM-COOH), which was compared to 0.2 PS:1POM (dipping solution 

3-	4-	

4-	

PS POM - COOH POM - I POM - diazo 
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0.1 mM in PS and 0.5 mM in POM-COOH). Blank substrates were also prepared by soaking in 

solution of pure PS or pure POM-COOH (0.5 mM).  

The co-grafting of the POM-diazo and PS was carried out in two successive steps: in the first 

step, [PW11O39{SnC6H4--C6H4-N2
+
}]

3- 
was generated in situ by adding an excess of 

t
BuNO2 to 

a 1 mM solution of (n-Bu4N)4[PW11O39{SnC6H4--C6H4-NH2}] in ACN and placed in an 

electrochemical cell. Covalent grafting onto the nano-ITO film was then performed through 

electroreduction of the diazonium function, the nano-ITO electrode being used as the working 

electrode. The electrochemical reduction of the diazonium group generates a radical upon N2 

release, which couples to the electrode to form a strong covalent bond. In a second step, the 

POM-modified electrode was soaked in a 0.5 mM solution of PS in ACN, as previously 

described and finally rinsed and dried in air. 

The same procedure (1PS:1POM) was also applied with the parent POM hybrid 

[Pw11O39{SnC6H4I}]
3-

 (POM-I), which is the precursor in the synthetic pathway to both POM-

COOH and POM-diazo but does not have any anchoring group. After the rinsing step POM-I is 

not expected
 
to be immobilized on the substrate. 

 

Characterization of the photocathodes 

Surface coverage has been assessed by various techniques. Electronic absorption spectroscopy 

is the most convenient for the organic dye, which is characterized in ACN solution by a charge 

transfer band at 436 nm with an extinction coefficient max = 29 300 M
-1

 cm
-1

.
22

 After grafting, a 

slight red-shift is observed and the maximum of absorbance (Amax) has been measured at 450 

nm, after subtraction of the spectrum of the bare nano-ITO recorded for each slide before 
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sensitization (see Figure S1). The surface loading (reported versus the geometrical surface area 

of the electrode) was then calculated for the various substrates using the following equation:
26

 

              
    

                          
 

 

 In the case of the PS/POM-COOH substrates, the dye loading was found to be remarkably 

constant from one sample to the other (see histogram in Figure S2), even when using a dipping 

solution of only 0.2 mM in PS. The average value of 1.110
-8

 mol cm
-2

 is fully consistent with 

the values previously reported on another structured nickel oxide electrodes. 
22, 24

 (Note that this 

value is overestimated when compared to grafting onto planar substrates because it does not take 

into account the real oxide surface available.) For the PS/POM-diazo modified electrodes, the 

dye loading determined by UV-Vis measurements is again similar. Although POMs are 

characterized by strong ligand to metal charge transfer bands in the UV range, this did not enable 

the evaluation of their loading because of the important absorption of ITO in this range. 

 

 Yet wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS), a sensitive technique to perform 

compositional analysis of the surface, allowed for the quantification of the POM loading. A 

mapping of S and W atoms, representative of the dye and the POM respectively, is displayed in 

Figure 2 and the atomic percentages are given in Table 1 for various slides. Several conclusions 

have been drawn from these data: i) Both the dye and the POM coverages are uniform. ii) In any 

case, the dye loading is much higher than that of the POM with a PS/POM ratio ranging from 

141 (1PS:1POM slide) to 14 (0.2PS:1POM); This is consistent with the XPS characterization of 

a 1PS:1POM substrate (see Figure S7) which gives a ratio of S over W integrated peaks of 9.4 

i.e. a PS/POM ratio of 104; iii) Among the PS/POM-COOH modified substrates, the variation 
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of the S atomic percentage is small from one substrate to another, in agreement with the 

conclusion drawn from the UV-vis characterization. Conversely, the W atomic percentage 

depends more on the initial PS/POM concentration ratio in the dipping solution, the lower the 

ratio the higher the POM loading, albeit much lower than that of the PS (sometime at the limit of 

detection). Note also that similar values have been obtained for 1PS:5POM and 0.2PS:1POM, 

suggesting that the initial concentrations can be reduced without affecting the efficiency of the 

grafting. 

In the case of the PS/POM-diazo substrate, a PS/POM ratio of 21 is obtained, comparable to 

that of 1PS:5POM PS/POM-COOH substrates. Finally, whereas the WDS analysis of the 

PS/POM-I electrode confirmed the presence of the dye, the concentration of W on the surface is, 

as expected below the limit of detection. The rinsing step of the grafting protocol probably leads 

to the leaching of the physisorbed POM-I.  

  

Figure 2. Mapping of the S (left) and W (right) loading by Wavelength Dispersion Spectroscopy analysis on 

1PS:2POM substrate.  

Table 1.  Wavelength Dispersion Spectroscopy analysis of different PS/POM loading substrates  
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 S 

atomic % 

Standard 

deviation 

W atomic 

% 

Standard 

deviation 

PS/POM 

ratio 

1PS:1POM 0.51 0.05 0.04 0.06 141 

1PS:2POM 0.47 0.05 0.06 0.05 81 

1PS:5POM 0.63 0.05 0.40 0.06 16 

0.2PS:1POM 0.49 0.06 0.35 0.06 14 

PS + POM-I 0.55 0.06 - - - 

PS:POM-diazo 0.41 0.05 0.19 0.06 21 

 

Finally, we turned to electrochemistry, which is usually a prime technique to characterize and 

quantify the presence of POMs. The cyclic voltammogram of POM-COOH, recorded in ACN 

solution at a glassy carbon electrode, is characterized by two quasi-reversible well-defined 

reduction processes at -1.11 and -1.57 V vs Ag/AgCl. In general, these waves can be used to 

assess the POM density on the electrode after immobilization.
20

 Indeed, the cyclic-

voltammogram recorded at a nano-ITO slide modified with the
 
POM-diazo and used as a 

working electrode (before dye incorporation) in a pure electrolyte solution discloses the expected 

POM-reduction waves at -1.08 and -1.48 V vs Ag/AgCl (see Figure S4) and a POM packing 

density of 1.3510
-10

 mol cm
-2

 was obtained by integration of the first wave. Given the porous 

nature of the electrode, this value corresponds to a sub-monolayer and thus pre-grafting of the 

POM should not hinder the immobilization of the dye, realized in subsequent step, as discussed 

above for the UV-Vis characterization. 

Surprisingly, using the POM-COOH nano-ITO modified substrates (with or without PS) as 

the working electrode we observed only an ill-defined irreversible wave, whatever the scan rate, 

from 10 to 500 mV s
-1

 (see Figure S5). Changing the anchoring function on the surface thus 

turned out to lead to kinetically inhibited electron transfer and thus did not allow for quantitative 
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measurement of the POM on the surface. Interestingly, these experiments demonstrate how the 

nature of the grafting mode influences the electronic communication between the nano-ITO 

substrate and the grafted POMs. 

 

Photocurrent assessment 

The as-modified nano-ITO slides have been evaluated as photocathodes (active area 0.5 cm
2
) 

in a three electrode cell configuration comprising a Pt counter electrode, a Ag/AgCl (KCl 

saturated) reference electrode and [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2 as an irreversible electron acceptor, 1 mM in 

a pH 3.75 acetic buffer (0.1 M).
22

 The pH value was set at the stability limit of the parent 

K4[PW11O39{SnC6H4I}] as monitored by 
31

P NMR. Measurements were performed at ~1 sun. 

According to the linear sweep voltammograms (LSV, 100 mV s
-1

) first recorded for a PS-

electrode (photocathode containing only the dye, see Figure S8) and then a 1PS:1POM electrode 

(see Figure 3), the working potential was fixed at +0.3 V vs Ag/AgCl for the subsequent 

photocurrent measurements. We also verified that in these conditions the POM-electrode 

(photocathode with POM only) is not photoactive (see LSV in Figure S8).  

Comparison of the photocurrent densities recorded for the PS-electrode and the 1PS:1POM 

electrode is displayed in Figure 3, which demonstrates the promoting effect of the POM, with 

more than a 10-fold increase of the plateau value from -1.9 A.cm
-2

 to -23.8 A.cm
-2

. The 

photocurrents were shown to be stable from one measurement to another carried out several 

weeks apart (see Figure S10). For a given electrode, we have also verified that there is no change 

in the photocurrent density upon multiple renewal of the cobalt solution (see Figure S11). This 

absence of leaching is to be attributed to the covalent grafting of both the dye and the POM and a 

guarantee of robustness of the system. The electrode is thus reusable, under the same or variable 
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conditions, thus avoiding overconsumption of the active molecules. A possible explanation about 

the role of the POM relies on an energy level alignment with transient reduction of the POM as 

sketched in Scheme 1. 

 

Scheme 1. Proposed energy level diagram showing electron transfer processes thermodynamically possible after 

irradiation in the presence of the irreversible electron acceptor (IEA) and possible recombination paths (in red). The 

redox potential of the POMs in aqueous solution has been derived from the cyclic voltammogram of POM-I 

(rubidium salt) (see Figure S6 the redox potential is independent of the terminal group on the POM hybrid see 

reference 31);  

 

As electronic absorption spectra of reduced POMs are characterized by broad intervalence 

charge transfer (IVCT) bands in the visible, it has been suggested that reduced POMs can be 

used as photosensitizers.
16, 27

 A bandpass filter (centered around 450 nm, 50 nm width) has thus 

been fixed on the optical bench to prevent their excitation. This filter still allows for the 

excitation of the dye, as we have indeed verified with the PS-electrode. A 45% lowering of the 

photo-current was observed probably due to some absorption by the filter itself and reduction of 

the irradiation power. A similar lowering (58%), was observed for the 1PS:1POM electrode, 
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ruling out the involvement of an IVCT event in our case (see Figures S12 and S13).

 

 

Figure 3. Top : linear sweep voltammogram (100 mV.s
-1

) recorded in the dark (red), under light (green) and under 

chopped light (blue), on the 1PS :1POM PS/POM-COOH nano-ITO substrate in [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2 1 mM in pH 

3.75 acetate buffer (0.1 M); bottom: cathodic photocurrents recorded at +0.3 V vsAg/AgCl applied potential (blue) 

compared to those recorded on the PS-electrode (red). 
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Since the trend in the POM-COOH loading follows its initial concentration in the soaking 

solution, we have investigated its effect on the intensities of the photocurrents. The loading of 

the dye being conversely almost unchanged, direct correlations are then possible. Variability 

from one substrate to the other is a common shortcoming in surface chemistry so each 

experiment has been repeated at least on two different slides, taken from the same batch and 

modified concomitantly by soaking into the same solution. The results obtained for various 

1PS:nPOM ratios and 0.2PS:1POM are presented in Figure 4. The increase of the photocurrent 

densities does not vary linearly with the POM loading, the most intense photocurrent density 

being obtained with the 1PS:2POM ratio(50 A.cm
-2

), which corresponds to a 25-fold gain in 

current density. To more accurately assess the ability of the grafted photosensitizer to mediate 

electron transfer from the nano-ITO film to the final irreversible electron acceptor (IEA) in the 

different electrode constructions, the photocurrent density was reported versus the surface 

concentration in PS (determined for each film prior to the measurement). This further allowed to 

estimate a macroscopic electron transfer rate, expressed as the amount of reduced IEA per PS 

and per second (Table 2). The 25-fold increase for the 1PS:2POM photocathode could result 

from a fine balance between all the events occurring at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface, 

electron transfer from the photo-excited dye (oxidative quenching mechanism) or reduced dye 

(generated upon hole injection from the dye excited state into the conduction band of nano-ITO) 

to the POM and from the reduced POM to the cobalt acceptor, notwithstanding the less efficient 

electron transfer from the excited/reduced dye to the cobalt complex, but also multiple 

recombination pathways (Scheme 1). This could also be due to a better confinement of the 

cationic cobalt complex at the vicinity of the surface through electrostatic interactions with the 

POM. Because of the interplay of competition between these multiple events, improving the 
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performance of photo-electrodes is complex: in a recent example Lindqvist-type POMs used as 

coadsorbents in p-type NiO-based Dye Sensitized Solar Cell (p-DSSC) were found to impede 

both back recombination to NiO and electron transfer to the electrolyte thus resulting in a poor 

effect on the overall efficiency.
28

 More generally, the photocurrents that have been recorded in 

other POM-based systems like DSCCs are at least one order of magnitude lower that those 

reported in this work.
29-30

  

The 1PS:5POM and 0.2PS:1POM electrodes behave quite similarly: this is in agreement with 

the UV-vis analysis, which suggested a similar dye loading, and the WDS analysis, which gave 

quite comparable W/S ratio. This should, in the future, allow scaling down the active species. 

 

Figure 4. Cathodic photocurrents recorded on 1PS:1POM (blue),1PS:2POM (green), 1PS:5POM (orange) and 

0.2PS:1POM (grey) PS/POM-COOH nano-ITO electrode in [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2 1 mM in pH 3.75 acetate buffer (0.1 

M) at + 0.3 V vs Ag/AgCl applied potential, compared to those obtained on the PS-electrode (red). 
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Table 2.  Cathodic photocurrent density and macroscopic electron transfer rate of the electron transfer to the cobalt 

complex related to the POM:PS ratios. 

 Photocurrent 

density  

A.cm
-2

) 

Cathodic photocurrent density per 

nmol of grafted photosensitizer
a 

A.nmol
-1

) 

Macroscopic electron transfer rate
 

(mol(reduced IEA).mol(PS)
-1

. s
-

1
)

b
 

PS 1.9 0.18  0.002  

1PS:1POM 23.8 1.90  0.020  

1PS:2POM 50.0 4.31  0.045  

1PS:5POM 28.5 2.54  0.026  

a
Calculated with the mean PS density of each substrate. 

b
Considering 1 A = 1 C.s

-1
 and 1 Faraday = 96500 C. 

 

To stress the importance of the anchoring group of the POM hybrid, we have undertaken the 

same study with the PS/POM-diazo and PS/POM-I photocathodes. Figure 5 presents the 

photocurrents measurements for both modified electrodes. For the PS/POM-I electrode, the 

photocurrent density is very similar to that of the PS-electrode, probably due to the very low 

loading of physisorbed POM as mentioned above. This also rules out an electrostatic deposition 

of POM-COOH. In the case of the PS/POM-diazo photocathode, surprisingly, the photocurrent 

enhancement is considerably lower than that observed with POM-COOH while according to the 

WDS analysis, the PS/POM ratio is similar to the one obtained for 1PS:5POM. A tentative 

explanation is that the good electronic communication between the nano-ITO and the POM as 

revealed by CV also fosters electron back recombination at the expense of electron transfer to the 

cobalt acceptor. This also underscores that the electrostatic interaction between the polyanion 

and the cationic cobalt complex used as an irreversible electron acceptor is not the major factor 

explaining the enhancement of the photocurrents. 
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Figure 5. Cathodic photocurrents recorded in [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2 1 mM in pH 3.75 acetate buffer (0.1 M) at 0.3 V vs 

Ag/AgCl applied potential Top: with a nano-ITO electrode prepared by soaking in an equimolar  0.5 mM solution of 

the PS and  POM-I in ACN (orange); bottom: with a nano-ITO electrode prepared by electrografting of 

[PW11O39{SnC6H4--C6H4-N2
+
}]

3- 
 and subsequent soaking in a 0.5 mM solution of the PS (green). Both are 

compared to the photocurrents obtained on a 1PS:1POM PS/POM-COOH nano-ITO electrode (blue) and to those 

obtained on the PS-electrode (red).  
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Conclusion  

Nanostructured mesoporous ITO films (nano-ITO) have been functionalized by the co-grafting 

of a push-pull organic photosensitizer and hybrid POMs in various ratios. Thorough 

characterization by UV-Vis spectroscopy, wavelength dispersive spectroscopy, XPS and 

electrochemistry confirmed the presence and integrity of both components, that they are 

uniformly dispersed on the substrate and provided cross-evaluation of their respective loading. 

Whereas the loading of the dye has been found to be remarkably constant, variation of the 

concentration of the hybrid POM in the initial soaking solution allowed to tune the final amount 

of POMs on the substrate. In any case the POMs grafting is much lower than that of the dye. 

However, even at this very low loading ratio, POM-COOH co-grafting results in a substantial 

enhancement(up to a factor of 25)  of the photocurrent response of the as prepared photocathodes 

in aqueous solution. A detailed understanding of the electron transfer dynamics at the nano-ITO 

interface will be required in the future to better apprehend the beneficial role played by the POM 

unit. Furthermore, we show that the nature of the anchoring function of the POM and its loading 

are keys parameters to optimize the performance of the resulting photocathodes. Future work 

will exploit this key finding to design active photocathodes for H2 production and CO2 reduction 

though their combination with suitable multi-electron multi-proton catalysts.  
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